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HP TouchSmart 620 3D is 23 inch mainstream desktop, which offers a decent 3D viewing
experience for games and Blu-ray Movies. However, this desktop will definitely face a tough
competition from other vendors, which offers similar features at much fairer prices.

Although this mainstream desktop has the capability of delivering good 3D movie and gaming
experience, but its overpriced tag might disappoints the customers. Currently, this 3D desktop is
available for $1,599 and it support full touch features. This Desktop has full capability to deliver 3D
viewing experience, however the Windows Operating systemâ€™s user interface features and design
would create frustration among its users.

Earlier, HP had released its non-3D 23 inches desktop, with all in one Touch screen feature
TouchSmart 610. If, you are looking for a decent all in one 23 inch Touch screened desktop then
going for the TouchSmart 610 could be better than TouchSmart 620 3D. If, you are seeking for
committed 3D and all in one gaming mainstream desktop, then going for the Lenovoâ€™s IdeaCentre
B520 would be an intelligent move. This desktop not only offers a faster processor, but also an
affordable price.

The HPâ€™s new TouchSmart 620 3D mainstream desktop can be said as updated version of
TouchSmart 610, which was launched in April this year. The new TouchSmart 620 3D desktop
comes with accompanying glasses and TriDef software. Further, HP has added second webcam
lens next to the traditional Webcam that helps in capturing the 3D images and videos.

The TouchSmart 610 desktop which comes at $500 less than the TouchSmart 620 3D could also be
a good option if you are looking for 23 inch desktop. The only difference between 610 and 620 3D
desktops from the HP is the presence of Radeon HD 6650 grapchics card in 610 and Radeon HD
6670A in 620 3D, which is bit better than the previous.

Currently, the Hp TouchSmart 620 3D is available for $1,599, which is bit expensive than other
desktops from other vendors such as Lenovo. The desktop has 23 inch of display screen, which
offers a decent 3D gaming and movie viewing experience. Its video graphics is supported by AMD
Radeon HD 6670A that has the capacity of 1GB and offers the resolution of 1,920 by 1,080 pixels.
The HP TouchSmart 620 3D is powered by Intel Core i5-2400 processor that operated at 3.21 GHz.
The desktop comes with installed RAM with memory of 8 GB that runs at 1,333 MHz and it also
offers a larger storage drive of 1.5TB.
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